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Outline

• (Exotic) colored naturalness


•Neutral naturalness


•Relaxation naturalness 

Naturalness in the LHC era  
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The LHC has deeply changed our 
perspective on the hierarchy problem

Strong limits on colored particles 
Discovery of a 125 GeV Higgs 

( too heavy for naive SUSY 

too light for naive composite H models)

1 TeV bound on stops —> few percent tuning 
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• Exotic colored naturalness 

• Neutral naturalness 

• Relaxation naturalness

Naturalness in the LHC era
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Old frameworks are challenged and  new ideas are put forward, 

 some of them leading to a radical departure from the standard


 LHC phenomenology for naturalness

SUSY perspective- Giuliano’s talk for Composite Higgs overview 



Exotic colored 
naturalness 
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How does the stop phenomenology change in non minimal scenarios?

no missing energy?

No top quarks in the final state?

Exotic colored naturalness 
Are we thinking too minimally?

Can the stop be light ⇠ 500 GeV?
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Exotic colored naturalness 

R-parity violation (leptonic or baryonic):  stop decays into SM particles  

Models with Dirac gauginos : non minimal particle content, exotic signals beyond the MSSM 

Flavored naturalness 

Stealth SUSY 

Twisted naturalness 

Richer class of signatures 
 linked to naturalness 

Scenarios beyond the vanilla MSSM 

Stop decays into light quark+MET 

Not minimal particle content leading to  elusive cascade decays

Stop has different hypercharge than the top

Not a complete list



Many of possible blind spots 
have been covered by now

This effort helped broadening the coverage  of LHC 

t̃ ! j�̃0
1 Squark flavor mixing 

Flavoured naturalness

Region of the parameter  
space open

Topology generic in models with Dirac Gauginos ( Agrawal,CF 2013)

Blanke, Giudice,Paradisi,Perez,Zupan 2013

Agrawal,CF, 2013

arxiv 1705.04650 
arxiv 1705.04650 
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Is there room for a light stop?
Baryonic RPV
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Is there room for a light stop?

RPV should be sufficiently large to give rise to prompt decay 

Strong bounds from searches for displaced and long lived colored particles 

Baryonic RPV

Liu,Tweedie,2015
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Twisted naturalness 

Is there room for a light stop?

t̃0

¯̃t0

Wjj

Wjj

Stealth SUSY

Top partners might have different 

hypercharge than the top 

Qt̃0 = 5/3

Non minimal particle content. 

New SUSY multiplets added- elusive cascade stop cascade decay

Fan,Reece,Ruderman,2011

Kats,McCullogh,Perez,Soreq,Thaler, 2016


Blum,Efrati,CF,Nir,2016
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Stealth CMS SUSY search

It can still accomodate a light stop below 500 GeV 

arxiv1411.7255 
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Exotic colored 
naturalness in a nutshell 

Room for stops below 1 TeV ( even 500 GeV), but
naturalness signals under the radar of the LHC searches 
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Neutral naturalness 
The hierarchy problem is solved by a symmetry principle,  

but the top-partners are COLORED NEUTRAL  
Chacko,Goh,Harnik, 2005 
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SM SM’

 The particles which 
ensure Higgs naturalness up 

to scales of order 5-10 TeV could be singlets 
under the SM

The effects of new physics might only appear  
in precision Higgs measurements

Neutral naturalness See also Nate’talk

Twin Higgs models 
Chacko,Goh,Harnik, 2005 

[Chacko, Goh, Harnik ’05; Barbieri, Gregoire, Hall ’05; Falkowski, Pokorski, Schmaltz ’06; Chang, Hall, Weiner ’06; N.Craig, Howe ’13] 



Neutral naturalness 
Many scenarios of neutral naturalness  

Folded SUSY 

(Fraternal) twin Higgs 

Quirky little Higgs 
EW charged 

It motivates exotic new signals, but also colored states at TeV scale!

Displaced vertex 

Mirror glueballs

Higgs exotic decays could 
be a powerful probe of neutral naturalness  

D.Curtin,C. Verhaaren 2016 

N.Craig, Knapen, Longhi ’14; Geller, Telem ’14; N.Craig, Katz, Strassler, Sundrum ’15; Barbieri, Greco, Rattazzi, Wulzer ’15; Low, Tesi, Wang ’15, N.Craig, Knapen, Longhi, Strassler ‘16
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Neutral naturalness 
Many scenarios of neutral naturalness  

Folded SUSY 

(Fraternal) twin Higgs 

Quirky little Higgs 
EW charged 

It motivates exotic new signals, but also colored states at TeV scale!

Displaced vertex 

Mirror glueballs

Higgs exotic decays could 
be a powerful probe of neutral naturalness  

D.Curtin,C. Verhaaren 2016 

Neutral naturalness offers a new landscape of interesting 
signals 

to be searched at the LHC and 
 an interesting theoretical embedding  

for a future discovery in traditional channels 
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Relaxation naturalness 
A new paradigm 

The hierarchy problem is not solved by a symmetry principle,…

..but it is solved dynamically

Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran 2015
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V (H) = µ2(�)H†H + �(H†H)2

A dynamical solution to the hierarchy problem 

µ2(�) = �⇤2 + g⇤�+ ...

Non QCD relaxion 
Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran 2015

A scalar (relaxion) dependent  Higgs mass 

The initial value of the Higgs 
mass is positive and large

⇤ >> v
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A dynamical solution to the hierarchy problem 
Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran 2015

During inflation the relaxion slow roll and scan the mass of the Higgs 

V (�, H) = g⇤3�+ .. slow roll potential 

� > ⇤/g

� ⇠ ⇤/g
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A dynamical solution to the hierarchy problem 
Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran 2015

� ⇠ ⇤/g

V (�, H) == rg⇤3�+

˜M4�j
ˆhj

cos

⇣
�
f

⌘
When µ(�) = 0 =) < h > 6= 0

�

the height of the barrier starts to grow and 
at some point stops the rolling of the relaxion  
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Main theoretical challenges
Among all:

 the cosmology is highly non-trivial
see e.g.: Espinosa et al.; Choi, Kim & Sekiguchi; Kobayashi, Seto, Shimomura & Urakawa; Di


                             Chiara et al.; Jaeckel, Mehta & Witkowski; Patil & Schwaller; Hardy ...

A possible way out: particle production, Hook, Tavares 2016 

however 
It represents a NEW solution to the hierarchy problem and it leads to  

radical departure in terms of the naturalness phenomenology

NO TOP PARTNERS! 
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Main theoretical challenges
Among all:

 the cosmology is highly non-trivial
see e.g.: Espinosa et al.; Choi, Kim & Sekiguchi; Kobayashi, Seto, Shimomura & Urakawa; Di


                             Chiara et al.; Jaeckel, Mehta & Witkowski; Patil & Schwaller; Hardy ...

A possible way out: particle production, Hook, Tavares 2016 

however 
It represents a NEW solution to the hierarchy problem and it leads to  

radical departure in terms of the naturalness phenomenology

NO TOP PARTNERS! 

The relaxion mechanism is NOT a solution to the 
hierarchy problem up to the Planck scale—> UV 

completion necessary. 
Nice embedding SUSY+ relaxion 

 ( Batell,McCullogh,Giudice, 2015) 

Opportunities at colliders !
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What is the relaxion scale?

 Hierarchy problem at the low energy frontier!

Relaxion mass spans several orders of magnitude from sub eV to tens 
of GeV 

�Vbr =

˜M2H2
cos

⇣
�
f

⌘
back-reaction potential

m2
� ⇠ M̃v2

2f2
Scale of PQ symmetry breaking f 
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What is the relaxion scale?

 Hierarchy problem at the low energy frontier!

Relaxion mass spans several orders of magnitude from sub eV to tens 
of GeV 

�Vbr =

˜M2H2
cos

⇣
�
f

⌘
back-reaction potential

m2
� ⇠ M̃v2

2f2
Scale of PQ symmetry breaking f 

How do we probe this scenario ?
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The relaxion force
In general* there is a mixing between the Higgs 
boson and the relaxion

26

Flacke,CF, Fuchs,Gupta,Perez 2016  

sin ✓ ⇠ v
f

M̃2

m2
h

Relaxion force

Choi, Im 2016 

*models with large CP violation

SM SM



The relaxion force
In general* there is a mixing between the Higgs 
boson and the relaxion
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Flacke,CF, Fuchs,Gupta,Perez 2016  

sin ✓ ⇠ v
f

M̃2

m2
h

Stronger top-top force! 

Choi, Im 2016 

*models with large CP violation

Tops from Nate’s talk
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Fifth force experiments for sub eV particles 

Astrophysics and cosmology for sub keV relations 

MeV-GeV probed by high intensity frontier  
( rare meson decay, electron and beam dump..)

Higgs relaxion mixingWhat are the relaxion probes? Higgs relaxion 
mixing

relaxion mass
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Fifth force experiments for sub eV particles 

Astrophysics and cosmology for sub keV relations 

MeV-GeV probed by high intensity frontier  
( rare meson decay, electron and beam dump..)

Higgs relaxion mixingWhat are the relaxion probes? Higgs relaxion 
mixing

relaxion mass

schematic summary from G.Perez talk 
Flacke,CF, Fuchs,Gupta,Perez 2016  

MeV-GeV probed by high intensity frontier 
( meson decays, electron and beam dump..) few GeV probed by high-energy

colliders

Astrophysics and cosmology for sub keV relations.
Atomic physics probes could be also important 

Fifth force experiments for sub eV particles 



Summary plot 

Interesting region for the LHC

Fine tuned 
region

Flacke,CF, Fuchs,Gupta,Perez 2016  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GeV relaxion

e+e� ! �Z⇤

h ! ��

Flacke,CF, Fuchs,Gupta,Perez 2016  

Crucial role played by high 
energy colliders 
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GeV relaxion
Preliminary

Upper limit on the untagged ranching ratio of the Higgs boson.
What about exotic Higgs decays? 
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GeV relaxion

e+e� ! �Z⇤

h ! ��

Flacke,CF, Fuchs,Gupta,Perez 2016  

Crucial role played by high 
energy colliders 

Can we further extend  the coverage for the 
relaxion parameter 
space at HL LHC?
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Relaxion production @ LHC13
Flacke,CF, Fuchs,Gupta,Perez 2016  

Target for HL LHC ?

�(pp ! tt̄�) ⇠ 16sin2✓ pb

�(pp ! Z�) ⇠ 61sin2✓ pb

�(pp ! W�) ⇠ 150sin2✓ pb

Possible final states: decay in two photons ( axion like couplings) or into taus or b’s 

c��FF̃
It can have a large coupling to photons of the form of an axion like coupling 

Which final states?
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Relaxion production @ LHC13
Flacke,CF, Fuchs,Gupta,Perez 2016  

Target for HL LHC ?

�(pp ! tt̄�) ⇠ 16sin2✓ pb

�(pp ! Z�) ⇠ 61sin2✓ pb

�(pp ! W�) ⇠ 150sin2✓ pb

Possible final states: decay in two photons ( axion like couplings) or into taus or b’s 

c��FF̃
It can have a large coupling to photons of the form of an axion like coupling 

Which final states?
Mainly challenge: 

fairly low pt
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Outlook

• The theoretical landscape for naturalness has grown and 
changed significantly in the LHC era


• Many more LHC signatures are becoming relevant in the 
quest for naturalness 


• Many interesting perspectives for HL LHC!
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Backup
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Ref 10 snow mass report 
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Scalar

Exotic Fermion WjWj LHC search
 ATLAS arXiv:1509.04261 
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